
 
 

English Studies At Large: An Interdisciplinary Undergraduate Student Conference 

  

Call for Papers:   

“Relationships” 

 

One of the key goals of the English Studies model is to generate relationships between disparate 

disciplines. Created at intersections and across borders, English Studies attempts to reflect and 

embody the dynamic nature of relationships. While often associated with interpersonal 

interactions, “relationships” also suggests connections, collaborations, and continuances.  

 

Organizers of the seventh annual English Studies At Large (ESAL) Conference invite 

undergraduate students to submit proposals for 15-minute scholarly presentations exploring 

relationships in contemporary, historical, or fictional circumstances through one or more areas of 

English Studies.  

  

Possible topics involving the conference theme may include but are not limited to: 

Relationships among the past, present, and future 

Interpersonal relationships (familial, platonic, romantic, antagonistic) 

Connections between people and language 

Language and materiality 

Interactions among people, nature, culture, and technologies  

Spectrums and binaries  

Relationships across disciplines  

Translation  

Collaborative work  

Texts in relation to one another  

Texts in context  

Sequels, retellings, and adaptations  

Pedagogy  

 

Organizers welcome the submission of pre-formed panels on related topics. They also encourage 

presentations engaging with diverse areas of English Studies, which include: literatures and 



cultures, language and linguistics, rhetoric and composition, technical communication, and 

digital humanities. Organizers would also invite presentations which emphasize pedagogy and 

teaching or publishing as they engage with areas of English Studies. 

  

Individual proposals should include a first page with the participant’s name, school affiliation, 

presentation title, technology needs, a brief (100-word) biography, and a contact e-mail address 

as well as a second page with a 250-word abstract of the proposed presentation with no 

identifying information. 

  

Panel proposals should include a title for the panel and presenter information for three presenters 

on the first page and abstracts for each presenter without identifying information on successive 

pages. Proposals may also indicate the name of a pre-chosen moderator if applicable. 

  

Proposals should be electronically submitted via e-mail to EnglishStudiesAtLarge@gmail.com. 

The deadline for proposal submission is Friday, December 16th, 2016. 

  

The 2017 ESAL Conference will be held on Saturday, February 11th in Stevenson Hall at Illinois 

State University in Normal, IL. 

  

If you have questions or would like further information, please contact Shelby Ragan and Britni 

Williams at EnglishStudiesAtLarge@gmail.com, or visit the conference website at 

http://englishstudiesatlarge.wordpress.com/. 

  

ESAL is co-sponsored by Sigma Tau Delta and the Illinois State University English Department. 

  

  

  


